


WIlD SWIMMINg WAlkS 
leads you on 28 adventures into the 
beautiful scenery and wild swimming 
paradise of Dartmoor and South 
Devon. Discover wooded river 
pools and tumbling waterfalls, secret 
coves and amazing sea caves, safe in 
the company of Devon’s two most 
intrepid and fun-loving explorers.

All the walking routes include places 
to swim and ideas for pubs and 
refreshments along the route. 



Sophie Pierce lives on the 
edge of Dartmoor and 
started the South Devon 
Wild Swimming Club after 
getting caught in a rip-current 
during a New Year’s Day dip. 
She has worked as a reporter 
for the BBC for 20 years.

Matt Newbury is a writer 
and marketing specialist born 
and raised in Devon. He has 
completed many swimming 
challenges including escaping 
from Alcatraz and swimming 
to the Isle of Wight.

Sophie and Matt are authors 
of Beyond the Beach: the secret 
wild swims of  Torbay.

If you like Wild Swimming 
Walks you might also like 
these other titles from 
WildThingsPublishing.com
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wIld swIMMInG safetY 

P lan your walk, taking necessary supplies 
and protection; don’t forget water, a map, 
compass and waterproofs, especially on 

the moor.
Remember that cold water can limit your 

swimming endurance. If it is your first outdoor 
swim of the season, be careful to enter the water 
slowly and acclimatise. Stay close to the shore until 
you are comfortable. Wear a wetsuit for added 
warmth and buoyancy. Do not overestimate your 
ability. Remember that the cold water quickly 
creates hypothermia – shivering is the first stage.

Don’t enter water without first establishing an 
exit point, especially in fast-flowing water. Never 
jump or dive into water without first checking the 
depth and whether there are any obstructions. Even 
if you have jumped/dived there before, always check 
every time. Large obstructions like tree branches 
and rocks move about underwater and an area that 
was previously clear may well be blocked.  

Swim in a group wherever possible or, if 
swimming alone, let people know your movements 
and take extra special care.  

Take extra care following heavy rainfall, when 
rivers might be in spate and flowing much faster 
than normal. 

Watch out in high surf - rip-currents can 
form which take you out to sea, to behind the 
breaking waves. Swim perpendicularly from them 
to escape, then body-surf back in.

Beware of tidal currents, especially near estuary 
mouths and around headlands, especially at 
mid-tide, and on fortnightly spring tides, when 
flows are strongest.

If you are concerned about water quality, cover 
cuts and open wounds with plasters and do not 
swim front crawl.

tIdeS aNd Weather  
CoNdItIoNS For South devoN

When planning a swim on the South Devon 
coast, it’s very useful to look at the wind forecast 
as well as the tides. If you want calm water, you 
need to know which way the wind is coming 
from. The prevailing winds in Devon are south 
westerly, and if this is the case, then choose a 
swim spot that faces east. Conversely, if the winds 
are easterly, then it’s a good idea to pick a west 
or south west facing beach. The principle here 
is that you don’t want the wind blowing from 
the sea onto the land, as the sea is more likely 
to be rough. Tides are of course very important. 
Before you go, find out what the tide is doing; it 
is important to know whether it’s going out or 
coming in. The interesting thing to note about 
tides in South Devon is that on spring tides (the 
biggest tides, occurring at the time of the full 
and new moons), high water will always be at 
about 6pm, while low water will always be at 
about noon. 

great mattiscombe Sand
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INFORMATION

Distance: 5.5 miles 
time: 4-5 hours 
map: OS Explorer Dartmoor 
OL28 
start point: Postbridge car 
park (SX 646 788, PL20 6SY)
enD point: Postbridge car park 
public transport: Bus 
services 23 and 82 from Exeter 
and Tavistock; the 98 from 
Yelverton and Tavistock
swimming:  Sandy Hole – round 
pool cut out by peat diggers (SX 
624 811); plunge and play at East 
Dart Waterfall (SX627 810). 
places of interest: 
Postbridge clapper bridge, Beehive 
Hut, Roundy Park 
refreshments: In Postbridge, 
at the Post Office Stores, they 
serve hot and cold snacks (01822 
880201, PL20 6SY), and the East 
Dart Hotel, a traditional 
Dartmoor Inn (01822 880213, 
PL20 6TJ). 

O n this walk you’ll also see one of the best preserved 
clapper bridges in the country, and follow an ancient 
lane once used by the tinners and peat cutters, as well 
as by folk tending their animals on the moor. If you 

want, you can also visit the Grey Wethers double stone circle, 
one of the most spectacular on Dartmoor. 

The walk starts in the Postbridge car park 1 , where there’s 
a useful information centre run by the Dartmoor National 
Park Authority. The village was formed at the end of the 
18th century when a new turnpike road was built; its relative 
modernity is in sharp contrast to the land around it, which was 
home to Bronze Age people, as evidenced by hut circles and 
other prehistoric remains.   

You follow a path called Drift Lane, part of an ancient north to 
south route used by people to get to their animals and activities 
on the moor. As you come through the gate you can see Hartland 
Tor to your right. The walk then heads uphill. Eric Hemery in 
High Dartmoor describes this part of the moor as ‘fen’, and it can 
be very boggy in wet weather. In July 2012 we walked up here, 
and although it was ‘summer’ it was tough going and several of 
us got very wet feet!  

After you’ve crossed Braddon Lake 3  – which is actually a 
stream, as on Dartmoor ‘lakes’ refer to streams – there is interest-
ing evidence of prehistoric man. As you walk up the hill towards 
the crest of Broad Down, look to your right down towards the 
river, and take your mind back 3,000 years, when a group of 
Bronze Age people set up home here. They lived in round houses 
with thatched roofs, and the hut circles marked on the map as 

This walk takes you into the remote and 
sometimes desolate beauty of the High 
Moor, to a pool cut out of peat, and a 
spectacular waterfall.  

Walk 7

sandy hOle and east dart 
Waterfall CirCular
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Walk 7  sandy hOle and east dart Waterfall CirCular

‘Broadun Ring’ are the remains of their homes. 
It would have been a good spot, sheltered by 
Broad Down above and with easy access to the 
river below.  

The top of Broad Down is a plateau, with several 
outcrops known as the Broadun Rocks 4 . It has 
breathtaking 360 degree views. If you stand and 
look back the way you came, you can see, left to 
right, Hay Tor, Rippon Tor and Buckland Beacon. 
Walk to the end of the plateau, and looking ahead 
you can see the East Dart below you, with one of 
the highest peaks on Dartmoor, Cut Hill, over to 
the left. In 2010 the BBC reported the discovery of 
a stone row here; it makes you wonder how many 
more prehistoric sites have yet to be discovered. 
The place is certainly remote, and you do get a 
feeling of isolation which you might find chilling 
or thrilling. The landscape stretches as far as the 
eye can see and is featureless and fairly devoid of 
colour, almost like an old sepia photograph.  

Once you get to Sandy Hole 6 , the atmos-
phere changes, and you can feel the presence of 
man again. There is a ford, and the pool itself is 
man-made. People used to cut peat here for fuel, 
and the sides of the pool are dark and earthy. There 

is silky mud underfoot, great to grab in handfuls 
and spread on the skin, and the mud also means 
the water heats up much more quickly here than 
downstream where the water runs over granite. It 
is a lovely swim, as the pool is fringed with grasses 
and reeds, and ponies often graze nearby. You can 
explore upstream (wet shoes are useful), as there is 
another, shallower pool about 90 metres further on. 
In the summer when the foxgloves (old Dartmoor 
name: cowflops) are out, it is idyllic.

In fact this whole area, despite its remoteness, 
has been the scene of much human activity over 
the years. It was mined by medieval tinners, who 
altered Sandy Hole Pass, a small gorge upstream.    
They deepened it, to create a conduit to take away 
the water, and there has been some disagreement 
among the historians as to why. The general 
consensus though seems to be that it was to speed 
up the flow of water, and the resulting deposits of 
sand further downstream gave rise to the name 
Sandy Hole.  This caused problems in Tudor times 
though, with complaints from Dartmouth, because 
all the waste sand that washed down the river silted 
up the harbour. 

After a dip and explore at Sandy Hole, the next 
stop is the East Dart Waterfall 7 , a veritable 
beauty spot with an unusual curtain of water 
falling diagonally down a seven foot drop, and 
then rushing over a series of large ledges to a pool 
below. William Crossing, in his 1888 guide to walks 
on Dartmoor, Amid Devonia’s Alps describes it as a 
“charming cascade”. If there’s enough water, you 
can swoosh down into the pool.

The walk continues by crossing the waterfall 
(it is best viewed from the northern side), and 
following the course of the river back to Post-
bridge. You will notice how the river forms a sharp 
right angle just after a small island; this is not 
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natural but was formed by people ‘streaming’ for 
tin. The early tin miners would extract tin gravel 
deposits from the rivers, in a process involving 
digging trenches so they could ‘stream’ water 
over the tin and separate it out from the other 
minerals. Don’t miss the Beehive Hut 9  a little 
further on; it looks like an igloo without a roof. 
Bees were never kept here; it is so-called because 
of its resemblance to a traditional straw beehive. 
It was actually built by tinners to store their tools 
and as a shelter, or perhaps even as a place to stay 
overnight when out working. 

At this point you can do a detour, following 
the footpath directly north to the stunning Grey 
Wethers double stone circle. Chris Collier, the 
author of the respected Stone Circles website 
(stone-circles.org.uk), has this to say about it: 
“The question as to why there are two circles 
here remains unanswered, could the fact that they 
stand on an almost north-south axis be important, 
or was it that the two valleys on either side marked 
an ancient trackway or trade route with each 
valley belonging to a separate family or tribal 
group? Did they form the separate meeting place 
for men and women before some kind of wedding 
ceremony, perhaps on Sittaford Tor, or were they 
a place where the recently deceased passed from 
the land of the living in one circle to the realm of 
the ancestors in the other? This is a site that poses 
many more questions than it answers.”

Back on the main walk, as you continue along 
the contours of the hillside you will see a brilliantly 
well-defined stone wall circle ahead on the other 
side of the river. This is Roundy Park, the site of a 
Bronze Age village. The wall would have enclosed 
their settlement, but has probably been added to 
over the years by farmers who used it to enclose 
their livestock. There is a large and well-preserved 

kistvaen, or burial tomb there, which was first 
recorded at the end of the 19th century.

As the walk nears its end you get to Hartland 
Tor – the only tor on this walk. Apparently there 
is a hidden memorial to a man from Liverpool, 
William Donaghy, who died there in a blizzard in 
1914.  Eric Hemery, in High Dartmoor, reports that 
it is low on the west-south-west slope of the tor, 
overhung by gorse. We couldn’t find it but maybe 
you can!

When you get back to Postbridge, stop to 
admire the ancient clapper bridge, thought to 
have been built in the 13th century. It is one of the 
finest examples in the country, made of huge slabs 
of granite, created to enable pack horses carrying 
tin to cross.



Directions
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1  Take the path to the left of  the 
Visitor Centre in the car park. 
Cross the stream, go through the 
gate and follow the path with the 
dry stone wall on your right.  
0.4 miles

2  The path then heads in a north 
westerly direction away from the 
wall; follow it to a little stream 
called Braddon Lake.  
0.4 miles

3  Cross Braddon Lake, go through 
the stile and walk with the wall on 
your right. As you go up the hill, 
the path bends away from the wall 
towards a stile at the top of the hill. 
Cross the stile over the stone wall.  
0.1 miles

4  Keep walking until you get  
to a plateau with two rocky 
outcrops. You will see the  
East Dart River ahead.  
0.5 miles

5  Head west, walking along the 
contours of  the hill; you will see 
the waterfall below on your right, 
but don’t go there (yet). Keep 
walking and you will see the rocky 
gorge of  Sandy Hole Pass ahead. 
The pool is before the pass – you 
can’t miss it, it’s big and round.  
0.8 miles

6  Swim here, before heading 
back along the river to the 
waterfall where you can have 
another dip.  
0.1 miles

7  Cross the waterfall to head back 
along the northern side of the river. 

north on the bridleway to see the 
circles, and then retrace your steps 
to the Beehive.) 

10  From the Beehive, follow the 
path south with the river on your 
right, past Hartland Tor on your 
left and down through the wood 
by the river, and back to 
Postbridge. 1.7 miles

Follow the path above the river, 
with the river on your right.    
0.5 miles

8  You cross a stream – Winney’s 
Down Brook – and pass an island 
on your right. 
0.2 miles

9  Cross another stream, and stop 
to look at the Beehive hut, about 
45 metres to your left after 
crossing the stream.  
0.1 miles (At this point you can 
do a diversion to visit the Grey 
Wethers double stone circle.  
From the Beehive hut, walk a mile 
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